


My FIrst 
listing

1. The realities of independent contractor  
2. Advertising regulations
3. Clients vs customers?
4. Fair housing for real
5. The “Code”
6. Pathways to professionalism

Our agenda
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7.   Systems to ensure high customer service
8.   Understanding and preparing the

 necessary paperwork and handling offers
9.   Negotiating with fiduciary duties in mind
10.  The transaction process
11. Building relationships 

Our agenda - continued
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Independent 
contractors
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The key distinction between 
an employee and an 

independent contractor is 
often determined by the 

amount of control a business 
exerts over the worker.
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According to NAR
What types of activities should brokers avoid in order to properly classify 
salespeople as independent contractors?

× Requiring the worker perform the services during set work hours.
× Requiring the worker perform the services at a specific location.
× Making attendance at staff meetings mandatory.
× Providing training to the worker.
× Supplying tools and materials to the worker.
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Advertising 
Guidelines
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What must ads contain
× Full name
× License type
× Brokerage name and address or           

office phone 
× Link directing a consumer back to             

the brokerage’s main website
×
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The Law of 
Agency
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The Law of agency
Whom do we represent in the transaction?
× Seller
× Buyer
× Both
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HOw do They Differ?
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Clients:
Fiduciary Duties OLDCAR

× Obedience
× Loyalty
× Disclosure
× Confidentiality
× Accountability
× Reasonable care

Customers:
Fair and Honest 
Treatment

Section 443 of Real Property Law
Provides for informed consent and written 
acknowledgment of dual agency in the 
sale or rental of 1- to 4-unit properties 
and condominiums and cooperatives in 
any size building
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1st 
Substantive 

meeting
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Fair 
Housing

The Federal Fair Housing Act makes it 

illegal to discriminate on the basis of a 

person’s race, familial status (presence 

of children under age 18), color, 

national origin, religion, disability 

(physical or mental), or sex.
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The New York State Human Rights 

Law protects all of the same 

characteristics as the federal Fair 

Housing Act but also makes it illegal 

to discriminate based on creed, age, 

sexual orientation, marital status,  

or military status.
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Is there 
more?
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The New York City Human Rights 

Law prohibits housing 

discrimination based on: gender, 

citizenship status, partnership 

status, gender identity, lawful 

occupation, and lawful source of 
income.
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Source of income includes public 

assistance or housing assistance, 

social security, supplemental 

security income, pensions, 

annuities, or unemployment 
benefits)
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Know the 
local laws
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Testers are 
out there

Rules to live by
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× Treat everyone the same.  For example 
if you offer one buyer coffee offer 
everyone coffee

× Keep records of properties shown 
× Use forms or checklists
× Know the law

Service 
animals are 
not pets
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Under fair housing laws people with 

disabilities cannot be discriminated 

against because of their disability. 

Denying an individual a reasonable 

accommodation, such as an 

assistance animal, is considered 

discrimination under fair housing laws.
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A landlord can ask for medical information & 

documentation which will confirm the tenant is 

disabled & the animal relieves the effects of 

those limitations. Under fair housing laws, a 

landlord and/or their agent is entitled to obtain 

only that information necessary to determine 

whether the requested accommodation is 

necessary because of a disability.
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Assistance animals provide 

assistance   in alleviating symptoms 

of disabilities. Any type of animal 

can qualify as an assistance animal 

if it meets the criteria of alleviating 

a limitation associated with a 
disability.
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 There is however a “reasonableness” 

requirement as part of an assistance animal 

being considered a reasonable 

accommodation for a disability. Therefore, a 

landlord can limit animals if there is a serious 

and present health or safety concern. HUD 

and past cases have found that, in most 

circumstances, landlords cannot forbid       

cats or dogs.
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A landlord should not assume an assistance 

animal is not required based on visual 

appearance because many disabilities are not 

immediately apparent.

A tenant could require more than one service 

animal  if it can be documented that they are 

needed to ease symptoms.

Landlords cannot require additional security
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The COde 
of Ethics 
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The Code coincides with Principles of Law of Agency
× Treat all parties honestly
× Disclose all phases of transactions
× Treat all others with the “Golden Rule”

Ensures proper representation of Clients
Ensures proper treatment of all others in the trans.
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Code of Ethics

Articles 1-9  are Duties to Clients and Customers
Articles 10-14 are Duties to the Public
Articles 15-17 are Duties to Realtors.
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Code of Ethics
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Code of Ethics
Article 1   Protect and Promote Your Client’s 
Interests, But be Honest with All Parties
Article 2  Avoid Exaggeration, Misrepresentation, 
and Concealment of Pertinent Facts.
Article 7  Accept Compensation from Only One 
Party, Except with Full Disclosure and Informed 
Consent

Code of Ethics
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Article 9  Assure, Whenever Possible, that Transactional 
Details are in Writing
Article 10  Provide Equal Service to All Clients and Customers
Article 11  Be Knowledgeable and Competent in the Fields of 
Practice in Which You Ordinarily Engage. Obtain Assistance 
or Disclose Lack of Experience if Necessary
Article 13  Do Not Engage in the Unauthorized Practice of 
Law

Pathways to 
Professionalism
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These professional courtesies are intended 
to be used by REALTORS® on a voluntary 
basis, and cannot form the basis for a 
professional standards complaint.
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The pathways to Professionalism
What will you do 
differently tomorrow 
to upgrade your 
professionalism?



What are the 
benefits of 

Compliance? 
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Benefits of compliance
× Establish Strong and Positive Reputation
× Establish Comfortable and Professional 

Basis for Transactions
× Create Confidence with Clients/Customers
× Enhance Positive Resolutions to      

Problems Which May Arise
× Receive Referrals
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Systems to 
ensure high 
customer 
service

Market analysis
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× Master the CMA with adjustments 
× Customize the CMA with your 

marketing materials
× Utilize agent production reports
× Educate your seller with Market 

stats
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You are 
the expert!

× You are obligated by the CODE to be 
truthful 

× Homes sell for less in the end 
× Sellers are not competing with the buyers  

for the house. They are competing with   
other sellers for the buyer

× Static pages in CMA can help
42

Pitfalls of Overpricing

How do we explain 
these static pages?
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× Tax info
× Market Trends
× Neighbors
× Flood maps
× Assessor info vs building department
× Certificate of occupancy
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Realist reports
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Preparing and reviewing the listing Paperwork
× The client needs copies of everything
× Clients need to understand what they    

are signing
× Helping them manage their 

expectations avoids problems later 



The listing 
contract
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Agency 
Disclosure
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Lead Paint
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Property 
condition 
disclosure 
Statement
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Photos
Photos
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× Buyers look quick and move on
× You don’t get a second chance to 

make a first impression
× Utilize staging
× Tell them the truth about pet odors, 

smoking, clutter etc
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Listing 
goes Live

× Showing time feedback reports
× Customize the feedback questions
× Supra lock box for the seller’s safety 

and managing showings
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Showingtime and Supra
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Presenting 
an offer
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Article 1 of the code: 

Standard of Practice 1-6

Realtors® shall submit offers 
and counter-offers objectively 
and as quickly as possible. 
(Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/95)

Negotiating 
for your 
Seller
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× Price
× Included items
× Financing
× Time frames
× Contingencies
× Occupancy
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Negotiating points

Find out what is 
of value to the 
other side.
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You are like the 
conductor of the 

orchestra
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Handling the 
home inspection 

process
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Attorneys can make 
or break the 
transaction

Avoiding  
problems with 
appraisals

Communication 
during the loan 
processing 
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The big day: 
THe closing
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Building your 
referral base


